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Abstract  
 

Opening job vacancies using the Internet will receive many 
applications quickly. Manually filtering resumes takes a lot of time 
and incurs huge costs. In addition, this manual screening process 
tends to be inaccurate due to fatigue conditions and fails in obtaining 
the right candidate for the job. This paper proposed a solution to 
automatically generate the most suitable candidate from the 
application document. In this study, 126 application documents from 
a private company were used for the experiment. The documents 
consist of 41 documents for Human Resource and Development 
(HRD) staff, 42 documents for IT (Data Developer), and 43 
documents for the Marketing position. Text Processing is 
implemented to extract relevant information such as skills, 
education, experiences from the unstructured resumes and 
summarize each application. A specific dictionary for each vacancy is 
generated based on terms used in each profession. Two methods are 
implemented and compared to match and score the application 
document, namely Document Vector and N-gram analysis. The 
highest the score obtained by one document, the highest the 
possibility of application to be accepted. The two methods’ results 
are then validated by the real selection process by the company. The 
highest accuracy was achieved by the N-Gram method in IT vacancy 
with 87,5%, while the Document Vector showed 75% accuracy. For 
Marketing staff vacancy, both methods achieved the same accuracy 
as 78%. In HRD staff vacancy, the N-Gram method showed 68%, 
while Document Vector showed 74%. In conclusion, overall the N-
gram method showed slightly better accuracy compared to the 
Document Vector method.   

 
Keywords: Document Vector, N-Gram, Euclidean distance, Text 
Mining, Specific Dictionary, Candidate Automatic Profiling 

 
 1. INTRODUCTION  
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In the era of VUCA (Volatility, Uncertainty, Complexity, and 
Ambiguity) and digitalization, organizations are required to respond more 
quickly, collaboratively, flexibly, and adaptively to the changes in the 
environment [1]. This era describes a business situation that moves toward 
uncertainty and quickly changes to cause anxiety. Organizations that are 
hierarchical and bureaucratic might lose business momentum because of the 
delay in responding and defeating innovation. Transformation of adaptive 
organizations needs an agile team, and people with the best qualifications, 
experiences, and skills will be required. These requirements even relate to 
the recruitment of the company's employee candidates. HR recruitment is 
expected to adapt in this VUCA era to get the best team with a quick and 
precise selection, including online recruitment, so that information might 
spread widely and provide opportunities to job seekers to compete after 
opening a job vacancy. Through online recruitment, a candidate can also 
easily send a letter of application to be received directly by the company.  

In this recruitment process, the essential things performed by HRD 
would be profiling employees before passing through the stages of the next 
test. The profiling of employee candidates is knowing and matching 
candidate profiles process with the existing requirements. One of the 
methods employed in this profiling is profile matching. In general, [2] the 
profile matching process compares individual competencies with 
competencies that must be possessed by prospective employees based on the 
requirements of each division [3]. The greater the resulting weight, the 
greater the chance is for such a candidate to be accepted. Profile matching is 
also a decision-making mechanism assuming that 'the illustrated ideal 
predictor variable should be below the minimal level' must be met or passed 
[4].  

Currently, profiling in several companies is still performed by 
manually checking the documents one by one and then matching them with 
the existing requirements. However, this method seems complicated, and it 
takes much time. Moreover, with the massive number of cover letter 
documents, the checking accuracy might be decreased due to staff fatigue. 
Companies will find it difficult to get candidates quickly and precisely with 
such manual profiling. The real impact will be failing to get the exact and 
proper candidate for each vacancy. 

This research aimed to introduce automatic profiling to get the best 
candidates using the text processing method concerning the constraint 
mentioned. In this article, two methods of text processing are applied to find 
the best match between the application documents with the specific criteria 
determined by the HRD of the company. A specific dictionary is generated as 
the basis for scoring the result of those two techniques, namely Document 
vector, and N-Gram analysis. 

 
 
2. RELATED WORKS 
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Text mining is becoming more popular recently due to the big data 
environment that is expanding into many fields. Since many companies and 
organizations realize the importance of data and data analytics, data 
regarding all the processes that happen inside the organization are now 
becoming a treasure [5, 6, 9, 23-27]. All organizational activities now have 
become a primary need to be saved for future analysis. Text mining has been 
used by many scientists to analyze and obtain new insights from the piles of 
text files. Some examples of the application of text mining in the big data 
environment are sentiment analysis and classification, article classification, 
spam, and fake news detection, argument extraction, exploring the social 
Issues, logs mining, and search personalization, including article 
summarization and automatic recommendation [5]. With the development of 
ICT infrastructure and the massive use of the internet and social media 
recently, many businesses and companies have looked at that as new 
opportunities not only to promote their products but also to make their jobs 
done effectively. For example, when a company is looking for new employee 
candidates, social media such as Instagram, Facebook, Linkedin, Whatsapp, 
etc have helped them efficiently. Once a new flyer has been released by one 
company, within seconds it will reach all parts of the world. By looking at this 
example, this study is exploring text mining techniques to make an automatic 
candidate profiling by using application documents. Some previous studies 
concerning similar works have been done by [6-7, 23-27]. Some studies use 
local language-based text mining [6], while others use English-based text 
mining. For example, Kino et al [23] explored the key factors from the 
candidate profile dataset regarding travel time, job location, job type, and 
candidate skill that affect the selection process. Another study was done by 
[24] also performed text mining but in different analyses by developing a 
web application so that all candidates can be matched at the first approach 
before continuing into the further application process. Another different 
study was also done by [7]. In this article [7], the author implemented text 
mining on curriculum vitae (CV) documents to extract the matching skill by 
using the Tf-IDF technique. Even though there have been numerous studies 
in similar concerns, however, the experiment design and goal are mostly 
different.  

In this article, we conducted an experiment to automatically profile 
the candidates based on their application documents by using two techniques 
of text mining, namely Document Vector analysis and N-Gram analysis. A 
number of 126 application documents from 3 different job positions, namely 
IT, Human Resources Staff, and Marketing Staff were analyzed. Features were 
extracted by using these two techniques and at the final stage, scoring was 
done on those two techniques. The higher the score of a document, the higher 
the rank obtained for being accepted. The ranks from both methods are then 
being validated by the real data released by the HRD from the manual 
selection process. 
3. ORIGINALITY 
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This study explores text mining techniques to score pdf documents 
from candidate applications by using two techniques, namely Document 
Vector analysis and N-Gram analysis. In the final stage, we will evaluate and 
compare the two techniques in scoring the documents to extract the exact 
profile that matches the best with the requirements determined by the 
company HRD division. Compared to some previous studies [5-7, 23-27], this 
study uses application documents based on Indonesian text. Specific 
dictionary regarding each job vacancy is defined by the HRD division. For 
example, from IT Vacancy, the specific competency and skills that are needed 
by the company are database programmer and database administrator. Some 
specific terms are set as a reference for obtaining the document scores. For 
Document Vector analysis, the Knime application is used to preprocess the 
application document until calculating the distance between the document 
and the terms set (specific dictionary). Euclidean distance is implemented to 
calculate the difference [8]. In the second method, we implemented the N-
Gram technique. In the N-Gram technique [22], all processes are done by 
using python programming. In the preprocessing technique, we use sastrawi 
library as Indonesian stopword and stemming function. Since most of the 
skills needed are in English terms, after performing preprocessing stage 
(data cleansing), we extract the English terms by running the python function 
for English terms identification. N-Gram method is then implemented to 
obtain the filtered skills from the resulting English terms. Similar to the 
Document Vector method, the final score in the N-gram method is also done 
by matching the final extracted text with the specific dictionary regarding the 
vacancy skill sets defined by the HRD division. The more the terms are 
matched with the specific dictionary terms defined, the higher the score 
obtained by each document.  

The novelty of this study is, we evaluate two text mining techniques in 
performing automatic profiling on application documents that are based on 
the Indonesian language. A Specific dictionary that consists of specific terms 
in representing the skills needed for each job vacancy is used to match the 
final score resulting from the two text mining techniques. In addition, 
Document Vector and N-Gram analysis are two text mining techniques that 
need low computation time. When the result is promising, these techniques 
are applicable to be used in real automatic document profiling when a 
company received thousands of pdf application documents. 

 
4. SYSTEM DESIGN 
4.1 Research Method 

This article consists of two methods of text mining, wherein each 
method consists of 6 stages, starting from data collection to validation, as 
shown in the following figure (figure 1 and figure 2), and the details of these 
stages will be explained in the following sub-chapters. 
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Figure 1. Document Vector Method 

For the N-gram method, there are several steps, including the following: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. N-Gram Method 

4.1.1 Data Collection 
This research aims to compare the accuracy resulting from the two 

methods, therefor both methods use the same data. This research collected 
secondary data from a private company. There were 128 application 
documents, consisting of 43 documents for HRD staff, 40 documents for IT 
(Data Developer), and 45 documents for the Marketing position. The stages 
to be carried out were as follow: 

• Interviewing with the HRD team, especially for generating the specific 
dictionary for each job vacancy.  

• Collecting data from HRD regarding the three vacancies, with details as 
follow: 
 

Table 1. Data Job Vacancy 
Position Submitted 

Resume 
IT (Data 
Developer) 

42 

HRD Admin  41 

Marketing 43 

 
 
 

a. Data Developer 
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In this era of big data, being exposed to the most recent technology is 
essential. Google and Facebook are examples of companies that have applied 
such big data for a long time, and of course, they have been dealing with 
petabytes of data [5]. Human resources with analytical skills and creativity 
are required in applying Big Data technology. The abilities or skills required 
include determining a new method that can be performed to collect, interpret 
and analyze data, as well as computer programming skills and business skills 
or the understanding toward business goals [9]. Business intelligence 
specialists, data developers, data science, and data analyst are the skills that 
are looked at by the company.  

For this reason, the company states such necessities into the 
candidate's requirements. Here is a dictionary regarding the requirements 
needed: 

 
Table 2. Requirement IT Position 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
b. Marketing 

The attempt to get attention and retain customers is one of the 
essential things to do in this ever-increasing competitive world of business 
[10]. Therefore, marketing is needed to help smoothen the marketing in this 
company. 

Marketing is an effort to introduce products to customers. Actions to 
be carried out include several activities ranging from promotion, distribution, 
sales to the products development strategy. The marketing group is 
responsible for customer loyalty, negotiating contracts, and implementing 
sales. Marketing is responsible for the first step to building customers [11]. 
Marketing plays a significant role in the development of a business. It can be 
said that there is no successful business without an adequate effort toward 
marketing. The benefits of having marketing include: 

• Increased sales 
• Having a good relationship with consumers 
• As a means of doing branding 
• Developed products 

In this research, the company needed to get a candidate in marketing 
who was also proficient in digital marketing or had ever had experiences 
regarding such a position. Accordingly, this company provided criteria that 

Specific Dictionary Determined for IT Requirement 
Hadoop, Olap, Tableau, PowerBI MongoDB 
AWS, Azure Oracle 
Data Synchronization  RDBMS 
Informatics  PostgreSQL 
Springboot  Redis 
Phyton ERD 
Apache, Nifi Kafka, Spark, Flink 
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match current needs. The following is a dictionary of requirements that exist 
in marketing in this study: 

 
  Table 3. Requirement Marketing 

Specific Dictionary Determined for Marketing Vacancy 
Sales, Marketing, 
Promotion 

SEO, Google AdSense 

Adobe photoshop Corel draw 
Innovative, Creative Loyalty 
Target, Discipline Analytical 
Digital marketing Teamwork, Organizational 
Ms. Office, 
PowerPoint 

Content Writer 

Negotiation Presentation, Relation 
Thorough Neat 

 

c. HRD Staff of Administration 
Human Resources Development is a series of organizational activities 

carried out at a specific time and designed to produce behavioral change. It 
has been concluded that HRD focuses on improving the performance of 
employees in the company [12]. The tasks and activities of HRD are 
immensely complex and usually equipped with a complete team ranging from 
managers to administrators. In addition, administrators also give help with 
new employee recruitment. Social and communication skills are highly 
needed, besides, the ability to operate a computer. Specifically, when the HRD 
staff must work with the Human Resource Information System (HRIS). With 
an appropriate Human Resource Information System, Human Resource staff 
enables far more strategic functions in the organization [13]. So, one of the 
requirements for HRD administration would be to adapt quickly to 
technology, especially technologies in Human Resource Information systems. 
The followings are the requirements for HRD in this study:  

 
  Table 4. Requirement HRD 

Specific Dictionary Determined for HRD Staff Vacancy 
HRIS (Human Resource Information 

System 
Psychology, Administration, Law 

Insurance Payroll, Attendance 
Neat, Thorough, Discipline Ms office, Ms excel 

Pivot, Vlookup Recruitment, Training 
Communication Filing, Document Archive 

E-mail Evaluation, Performance 

 
4.1.2 Pre-Processing (Document Vector Method)  

On this method, Knime open software is used for document 
preprocessing and vectorization. Based on figure 1, after data collection, the 
next process is pre-processing which includes document cleaning and 
filtering [14]. This phase is the most critical and complex process that leads 
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to the representation of each document by a selected set of index terms [15]. 
The pre-processing technique implemented in this method are: 

• Preparing all the application documents and specific dictionaries in 
one set of documents to be processed in the data preparation stage. 

• Punctuation erasure: it removes punctuation marks or symbols in the 
dataset. Symbols such as “.”, “,” will be erased in this stage. 

• Filtering (Number filter and N-Char filter) Filters all terms contained 
in the input documents that consist of digits, including number, 
decimal separators "," or "." and possible leading "+" or "-". There is 
also an option to filter all terms that contain at least one digit. This 
phase will filter all terms that will not be used in the analysis step. 

• Case Folding: it changes all the letters in the text into small or capital 
ones (lowercase) [16]. In this research, all documents will be 
converted to lowercase. 

• Stopword removal: to eliminate words that are considered not to give 
any effect, usually replacing liaison. In this study, the stopwords list 
used is the Indonesian stoplist [17].  

• BOW (Bag of Words): is a model representing an object as a bag 
(multiset) of the word. At this stage, each sentence in the Application 
Document will be turned into separate words [18]. 
 

4.1.3 Document Vectorization 
Document vectorization is a process of transforming text data into a 

numerical data representation. In Knime, this process can be done by 
applying a node called document vector. This node creates a binary or 
numerical vector representation for each term or document, based on the 
filtered bag of word input data table. Vectorization enables the machines to 
understand the textual contents by converting them into meaningful 
numerical representations [19]. In this stage, all the application documents 
are converted into vectors. The dimension of the vectors for one document 
will be a 1xN vector, with N being the number of distinct terms in the BoW 
(Bag of Words). In Knime, the Node for the document vector is divided into 3 
parts, the input part (input port), the setting, and the output part. 

1. Input Port, the input port of document vector Node is the bag of 
words of the documents. The form of the input port is a table 
containing MxN matrix data (M is the number of rows, whereas N is 
the number of columns). The 1st row of M is representing the 
specific dictionary terms, the 2nd row of M is representing the first 
application document, followed by the 3rd application document, the 
4th application document, etc, consecutively until all the application 
documents are processed. For example, if the number of application 
documents is 42, then the MxN matrix will be 42xN, with N being the 
number of terms extracted as the BoW of each document.    
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Figure 3. Document Vector Node in Knime 

 
The document vector Node is configured as follows: 

 

 
  

Figure 4. Document Vector Setting 

 
Based on figure 4, the Bitvector setting is checked and vector value will 
be created indicating whether certain terms is contained in a document.  

 
2. Output Port, the output port of document vector Node will be a table 

that contains the relationship between each application document 
with the specific dictionary (defined terms based on each vacancy). 
Value “1” indicates that a specific term in the dictionary is matched 
with the terms in the application document, vice versa for value “0” 
(see figure 5). Figure 5 below shows a 10 sample output table in 
document vector output:  
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Figure 5. Document Vector output sample 

4.1.4 Euclidean Distance  
Euclidean distance is a distance calculation of two points in the 

euclidean space. Euclidean distance is most often used to compare the profile 
of across variables [20]. The distance between vectors X and Y is defined as 
follows: 

 

    (1) 
 
Where X = (X1, X2, …., Xj) is variable in document than  
y= y1, y2,…, yj) is variable in the central point 
 

In other words, Euclidean Distance is the square root of the sum of 
squared differences between corresponding elements of the two vectors. In 
this article, Euclidean distance calculates the score between the document 
vector and specific dictionary in each vacancy.  
 
4.1.5 Scoring based on Similarity Ranking  

At this stage, ranking is carried out based on the similarity results 
between the document vector and the specific dictionary generated on each 
job vacancy. The number of documents being ranked was based on the 
number of applications selected by the HRD using manual screening (see 
table 4). 

 
Table 5. The number of accepted applications by the HRD through the 

manual selection process 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Vacancy Number of Document 
applications 

The selected document 
by HRD (manual 

screening) 
Data Developer 42 16 
HRD Staff  41 19 
Marketing Staff 43 27 
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4.2 Pre-processing for N-Gram Method 
The N-Gram method is shown in figure 2 above. The preprocessing 

stage is almost the same as in the Document Vector method. However, there 
are several additional steps in the preprocessing, namely as follows: 

• Sentences tokenize is the stage of enumerating a document into a 
per sentence with a sentence marker (delimiter) being a dot (.). It 
makes the system can identify English terms in each sentence. We 
look for English terms is because all of the competencies in the 
application documents are presented in English terms, such as Data 
Synchronization, Database Management, Computer Network, Etc.  

• Word Tokenize is to break the words in a document into a single 
word so that the English words in the document can be tagged 
using the English dictionary. This step is the follow-up of the 
previous step (Sentence Tokenize). For this method, python 
programming is used. 

• Dictionary Tagger, dictionary tagger is tagging English 
words/phrases in a document with an English dictionary to identify 
English terms. Meanwhile, words/phrases other than English will 
be replaced with the number 0 (zero) used as a separator between 
one term and another term.  

• Term Identification, when all the English phrases have been 
identified and separated by using "code 0", term identification is 
the process of getting the English terms correctly from the phrase, 
because sometimes the English phrase consists of 3 or 4 words, for 
example: "network maintenance in government office". In this 
example, we need to get only the term: network maintenance. We 
performed this step by using verb phrase chunking. 

 
4.3 N-Gram Method 

The dictionary tagging process aims to identify terms based on 
predefined keywords. Dictionary taggers are also known as part of speech 
(POS), Part-of-speech tags words in a sentence with a predetermined set of 
tags [21]. Each marked word will represent each dictionary entity to be 
identified. The method used in marking the words in the document is the N-
gram method. Since the specific dictionary for each vacancy consists of one to 
three words (N=1 - 3), it takes the value of the N-Gram profile, namely 
unigram, bigram, and trigram. The N-Gram method works as follows: when 
the words in the specific dictionary consist of one word, the N-Gram profile 
value used by the system is unigram (N=1). For two words, it will use bigram 
(N=2), and when the words in the specific dictionary consist of three words, 
then the profile value used is a trigram (N=3). In principle, we apply all N 
values (from 1 to 3) to obtain the terms from the application document to be 
compared with those from the specific dictionary. The more the same terms 
found from the application document, the higher score was given.  
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On the validation stage, all the application documents were then 
ranked from the highest score to the lowest and cut with the same number as 
the number of applications accepted by the HRD (see table 5). The validation 
is done by matching all the selected documents through the N-Gram method 
with the documents accepted by the HRD using a manual screening process. 
To calculate the accuracy, we use the equation below: 

 

Accuracy =  

 

 

5. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS 
The result of our experiment is shown in Table 6. Column iii is the 

number of documents selected by the Document Vector method, while 
column iv is by the N-Gram method. Actually, both methods selected the 
same number of documents as the number of documents accepted by the 
HRD (see column v below), however, only the matched names are used for 
the accuracy calculation. The unmatched names were removed from the 
analysis. For example, when we compare the number of selected documents 
by the N-Gram method in Data Developer vacancy (see column iv), we found 
only 14 documents. This is because from the 16 documents selected and 
ranked by the N-Gram method, there were two documents that were not 
accepted by the HRD using a manual selection process. In this case, we then 
calculate there were only 14 documents that matched with the selected 
documents by the HRD. Using the same way, we then calculated the accuracy 
from the Document Vector method in all vacancies and presented it in Table 
7. There are several aspects that we can discuss regarding this result. Overall, 
we find that the accuracy from both methods was not as high as we expected. 
We find that the specific dictionaries defined by the HRD for selecting the 
proper candidate take an important role in this process because this 
dictionary is the ground truth for comparing the textual content of each 
application document. Some drawbacks such as different terms that contain 
the same meaning could be a challenge in text processing. For example, the 
term database programmer and database administrator could have the same 
meaning, but in the matching process those two terms could end up on a 
different side. In addition, when we look at the insurance term in the specific 
dictionary and when this term consists of only one word, this term will be 
detected by the N-Gram algorithm when using Unigram. However, the 
standalone term like the insurance in a document could mean many things. 
The representation of term insurance could be: I have experience working in 
an insurance company, or I have experience as an administrative staff in an 
insurance company. These two text expression example shows the potential 
of error when applying unigram in the N-Gram algorithm. However, in this 
experiment, all the specific dictionary terms are given by the company and 
we could not interfere.       
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When we compare with the Document Vector method, the way 
Document Vector method in calculating the distance between the extracted 
text from the application document and the specific dictionary terms is by 
using Euclidean Distance. In the extracted text, each word will be scored by 
value 1 when the word is matched with the words in the specific dictionary 
terms. So in the end, each application document will create a set of values 
that consists of 1 and 0. The distance is then being calculated from that set 
score values. The perfect value will be obtained when the score is equal to the 
number of words in the specific dictionary. We notice also some drawbacks 
in this algorithm, for example, when two application documents show the 
same score in the Euclidean Distance calculation, it does not mean that the 
terms listed are also the same. This means that some candidate competencies 
could be different even if they have the same score in the rank. Furthermore, 
some value “1s” could be spread out along the specific dictionary terms or 
could also be in one side of areas on the specific dictionary terms. These two 
conditions certainly tell us the different candidate competencies.  

 
Table 6. The Result of document selection from two methods 

 
Those discussed aspects are the main cause of the resulted accuracy we 
obtained during this experiment. Several findings for future improvement 
need to be addressed such as the terms listed in the specific dictionary 
should be evaluated in a more accurate and precise way. Some terms, 
whether in one, two, or three words, that have the same meaning with 
different words expression need to be considered and included in the specific 
dictionary, in both methods.  
 

Table 7. The Accuracy comparison from the two methods 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Vacancy Number of 
Document 
applications 

Selected 
Document by 
Document 
Vector  

Selected 
Document by 
N-Gram 

The selected 
document by 
HRD 
(manually 
screening) 

i ii iii iv v 
Data Developer 42 12 14 16 
HRD Staff  41 14 13 19 
Marketing Staff 43 21 21 27 

Vacancy The accuracy of the 
Document Vector 
method 

The accuracy of the 
N-Gram method 

Data Developer 75% 87,5% 
HRD Staff  74% 68% 
Marketing Staff 78% 78% 
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6. CONCLUSION 
This paper explores the potential of text mining on document 

selection for automatic candidate profiling when a company receives many 
applications that need to be processed efficiently. Since manual document 
screening needs a lot of effort, time, and human resources, text mining for 
selecting the best candidate can be a good option for the company’s efficiency 
and effectiveness. N-Gram and Document Vector methods could be used to 
extract the terms from the application document to profile the candidate for 
the further selection process. Considering this experiment result we found 
that both methods, the Document Vector, and the N-Gram method showed a 
high potential to be implemented in the real automatic screening process for 
obtaining the best candidate. N-Gram method overall shows a slightly better 
result compared to the Document Vector result. However, some optimization 
needs to be done, because the average accuracy from both methods has not 
yet reached 100%. Overall, this result gives us a better understanding of how 
to implement text mining to automatically profile the candidate based on 
their document applications more precisely. The specific dictionary terms 
regarding the candidate competencies, the complete terms that have 
different expressions but with the same meaning, and a more precise 
calculation technique regarding the matching process between the extracted 
terms and the specific dictionary are aspects that need to be optimized to get 
better accuracy.  
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